of strain or a process of strain) . However, the buckling of creep structures takes place after a determined period of time and corresponding to the pseudo-bifurcation points. In this paper the theory of pseudo-bifurcation points and a criterion of creep stability [1] are used to solve the problem on buckling of nonlinear creep plates according to Rabotnov's theory of hardening creep (2). 
Stability of nonlinear creep plate
EPn + au N + 1 (2.3)
• The equilibrium equations 
Performing transformations, we get
16 .
The positive solution of this equation is written as follows If w = 0 from (2.18) we get On the basis of (2.13) and (2.18) we have
then from (2.20) and (2.19) we get J 0 = nQ, where
enotmg 77 = -= --, t e approximate straig t me m p ane 77 -w IS written n CtUE in the following form (the critical equation): 
From the relation of hardening creep {2.1) it follows that [3] :
In this case u = const. We have Using Rabotnov's non-linear creep theory (the theory most supported by experiment for metal) and Cliusnhicov's method to study creep stability the authors of the paper have considered the problem on creep buckling of plate and established the analytical formula for critical time (when the buckling of plate takes pl_ ace if the load is given). From this formula it is seen that the buckling of the hardening creep plate occurs by any load, i.e. not exist the long stability limit. This is corresponding to the nonlimiting creep property of metal.
